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the feature list for bios updates is often inconsistent, but usually you will see a link on the
manufacturer's site that will allow you to download the latest version of your bios in a.zip
archive. the archive will usually contain the bios files for the mainboard and the cpu for the
system you are currently running. the archives usually are named like this: biosname-
vrev.zip, with the version number and revision being the last two parts of the name. as
mentioned earlier, the bios file for the mainboard can be a lot bigger than the one for the
cpu, sometimes up to 2gb. the cpu file is usually a few kb, but again it depends on the type
of mainboard and the specific cpu. it is best to search for a link that allows you to download
the bios file, since the archives are not always very well organized. if that is not possible, try
searching for bios update on the manufacturer's website. download bios file from the link
provided. look for the "intel" part of the file name. just like in flash memory, it'll say ".exe"
at the end. then double click it, and follow the instructions. should be as simple as that. i
have a similar situation. i have i7 920 & i7 2600k. i have a i5 2400s, but i'm not sure if it
has an i5 chipset. so i want to upgrade the bios for both of my older ones. i have
downloaded the intel bios update, but i'm not sure what i'm supposed to do with it. is it the
same thing as flashing my bios? i don't want to flash my bios if i don't need to, because it's
very dangerous. i have been working with amd's motherboard, the phoenix 870fx, for the
past 5 years. i always start with the latest version available. i also have an hp blade running
the latest version available as well.
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download the bios file from the link below and save it to a directory on the server. i would
normally use a directory called bios in the phoenix sql database directory. if you don't have
a directory on the server, you can use c:\ and c:\windows instead. if you have a domain, you

may need to check the domain name server and if you do, i would recommend making a
subdomain of phoenixsql.com for this purpose. the directory must be writable by the sql
server account you use to install. i would recommend not using the c: drive to store your
phoenix sql databases. if you do, you'll have to change your appdata directory to c:\. you

can drag and drop your card file in from your system or connect to a server using the
phoenix card import application located in your phoenix system menu. after the card file is
created in the phoenix address book, you can manage it using the phoenix cards option.

contact opw tech support for further assistance on how to use. if your phoenix desktop does
not display the accounts, open the phoenix card file and select the accounts option. save

the file, restart phoenix, and open the file again. you will see the accounts are now
displayed. this setting can be modified in the options dialog box. i was asked to provide

some help with the intel nucs motherboard. the motherboard is based on the new socket
1151 platform from intel and it is not possible to run a modern operating system on this
motherboard. phoenix is working to provide a solution for this issue and as a result the

latest phoenix update will not work on nucs. 5ec8ef588b
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